


The Waking Realms:  
Demonica - Whitepaper

Game Overview

Demonica is Chapter 1 of The Waking Realms. It’s a blockchain based P2E dungeon 

crawling experience and soft-roguelike RPG, rendered in beautiful isometric 3D. 

In this whitepaper we’ll outline the core features of the Alpha release. We’ll also share 
some of the compelling features we’ll release in our four week on-going deployment 
schedule. 

Every four weeks, Demonica holders can count on fresh content and features. We’re 
excited to build with this community for years and years to come. 

At a high level, the Alpha game is very simple. You have a fixed number of Dream Runs 
you can do into the Dreamverse everyday - use them, or lose them. 

There is no limit to how deep a Dream Run can go. It only ends if you give up and flee 
back to Hell, or if you die and are cast out. If you’re still alive, you can keep playing. 

The deeper you delve, the better the rewards in terms of both Loot Items and REM 
Tokens. But the game also gets increasingly difficult the further you roam. 

At any time between encounters you can exit a Run, and you get to keep all of the loot 
that you’ve accumulated up until that point. If you die, you lose it all. 

How will you use your limited number of Dream Runs? Will you play it safe and progress 
more conservatively? Or will you roll the dice and risk your gains? 

The choice… and the consequences are all yours. 
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The World 
Demonica takes place in an alternate timeline; one that is remarkably similar to our 
own. The difference? In this universe, an event has occurred. 

One that tore the very fabric of spacetime. 

To quote Dr. Peter Venkman: “Human sacrifice! Dogs and cats living together! Mass 
hysteria!” Just a really bad week for anyone into silly shit like “causality.” 

But look, this is kind of a “need to know” type of situation. I’ll spare you the fine print. The 
key point is this: reality is seriously FUBAR’d in our game world. 

Now you need to figure out why… and clean up the fucking mess. 

You’ve set out from hell into the shifting Dreamverse. It’s a melting pot of everything in 
our cultural memory - from the Epic of Gilgamesh to Pepe the Frog. 

What unspeakable horrors await you? 

Well, you’ve got to play the game to find out… but I’ll give you a spoiler free preview. 

You’ll explore an ocean of shattered realities - each one a “shard” of a different biome. 
They’ll be plucked from myth, popular culture, and even Earth’s history. 



Your character will encounter new and dangerous enemies, uncover valuable loot and 
cool lore,  solve puzzles, and dig deeper into the game’s mystery. 

We don’t expect you to crack this particular lobster knuckle on your own…

It’ll take the entire community to unravel the story. 

Some of the shards you’ll discover are tiny. Especially in the Alpha Game - exploration 
will be limited by our desire to get a playable game out to you FAST. 

As we get deeper into our development roadmap, expect fully realized dungeon 
spaces. These shards will be sprawling, explorable worlds. 

No two trips into the Dreamverse aka The Waking Realms will be the same. Each 
journey will offer very real rewards, but at the hazard of equally real risk. 

Expect dark and seriously twisted humor. 

Most importantly, expect fun. 

Tech Stack 
The Waking Realms: Demonica is a browser based game built in Unity. Our key game 
assets live on the blockchain. The Demonica NFTs live on Ethereum mainnet. For the 
purpose of staking or actively playing the game, they’ll be bridged to the Polygon L2. 

Our in-game items are ERC-721 NFTs. This includes equipment, cosmetic loot, 
consumable items like potions, and lore items that drive our community storytelling. 

Future game experiences in our ecosystem will likely have their own native app for 
ipad/mobile. Our first experience is built for the laptop/desktop. Our goal is to ultimately 
let players enjoy our growing universe how they want, from whatever device they want. 

$REM - Remnants - Token 
Remnants ($REM) are fragments of the primordial force that binds all of reality. In 
enough quantity, they can be used to craft anything you imagine from the very fabric 
of existence. They also power the entire in-game economy of The Waking Realms. You’ll 
always earn more $REM by venturing into the Dreamverse for blood and glory, but you 
can also passively stake your Demonica by siphoning from the rune bridges between 
worlds.



The supply of $REM is fixed at 1 billion tokens. At mint, these tokens are concentrated 
in the REM Distribution pool. As the game evolves, there will be many Distribution 
Mechanisms that put REM into player wallets. At launch the two primary ways to 
earn will be from passively staking your Demonica NFT, or from actively exploring the 
Dreamverse. 

REM is an ERC-20 token that lives on the Polygon L2 chain. 

Staking
Demonica holders will be able to stake their NFT right from mint. Staking for longer lock 
up periods is more lucrative.   Staking - in general - is less lucrative than playing the 
game. 

The staking interface is highly intuitive. 

From the portfolio page you’ll be able to see the current Stable Coin price of REM, your 
REM balance, and the Stable Coin value of the REM accumulated in your wallet. 

You’ll also see your daily REM earnings, total claimed REM, and the status of your NFTs. 



When you click over to the Staking tab, you’ll see all of the Demonica NFTs in your wallet. 
You’ll also see which ones are actively staked and unstaked. 

Simply click “Stake” under one of your NFTs, and you’ll receive the option of several 
staking periods. Since our staking contract is on Polygon, our lock up periods are short. 

Our preference is to have you playing the game as often as possible. 



On the “Rewards” tab you can see any pending and unclaimed rewards. All you have to 
do is click “Claim Rewards” and collect REM directly to your wallet. 

  
Staking will be available at launch, prior to the Alpha release of the game. 

Dream Runs 
This is the core gameplay loop in our Alpha game. You have a fixed number of runs per 
day (we’ll be adjusting this after launch as part of our game balancing process). 

What you do with your runs is up to you. 

Each playthrough is made up of a chain of encounters. They have no maximum length. 
You can go as deep as you want. Just… try not to die. 

Shards 
The game encounters take place on floating worlds in the Dreamverse called Shards. 
In the full game, our Shards will be sprawling explorable spaces. In the Alpha they are 
much smaller. Essentially, they’re just little islands floating in the Dreamverse. Each 
shard will provide you with a single Dream Run Encounter. Each shard is also themed 
with a specific biome, with its own unique enemy variants to kill and loot. 



Biomes 
You’ll explore an ocean of shattered realities. Plucked from myth, popular culture, and 
even Earth’s history - each will have its own rules. You’ll encounter new and dangerous 
enemies, uncover valuable loot and visit strange yet eerily familiar worlds.

The first four biomes we’ve introduced are: 

Neon Tokyo 

The Looking Glass 



Xeno Homeworld

Arctic Terror  

These are just a handful of the themed level spaces you’ll find in game. We’ll be 
introducing new ones frequently, with a goal of having dozens of biomes for you to 
explore. 



Encounters
Each Dream Run is made up of a chain of encounters on individual shards. Some of 
those might require a skill test. Others could be an opportunity to find great loot. Still 
others will force you to either evade an enemy, or risk your life in a fight to the death. 

Ultimately, we’ll have dozens of encounter types in the game. 

At launch we’ll have the following non-combat encounters: 

Chest 
Trap 
Fountain 
Temple 
Gate
Scrying Glass 

Each one presents different challenges. They’ll require different skills to navigate 
successfully. But they also hold out the possibility of buffs, boosts and rewards. 

Enemy Encounters 
You’ll encounter all kinds of fun and horrifying enemies in The Waking Realms. How you 
approach those encounters may determine how deep you make it. 



Evasion

You don’t have to fight an enemy if you don’t want to. You’ll have the option to evade 
and bypass a combat encounter, if you pass a corresponding skill check. 

Succeed, and you pass freely. Fail, and you’ll take some damage. 

There are multiple evasion tactics you can consider: 

Knock Down 
Bull Rush 
Outmaneuver 
Confuse 

Your chances of success depend on BOTH your character stats, and your enemy’s 
specific vulnerabilities. A zombie could be easy to confuse. The Ghost Geisha? Not so 
much. 

Choose wisely, or get punished for your mistake. 

Of course, if you’re feeling particularly strong… you can always choose to fight. 



Combat 
Combat is turn based and tactical. It isn’t simply a button smashing fest where you 
hammer your opponent, and they hammer you until someone drops dead. 

Each enemy will have unique tricks they bring to a fight. You’ll need to learn them so 
you can counter their strongest attacks, while striking at their weaknesses. 

The system is based on damage types. 

Damage Types 

Your base attack doesn’t have a specific damage type. Either through a consumable or 
a talisman, you could acquire specific damage type buffs. 

These could include: 

◊ Frost 
◊ Fire
◊ Poison
◊ Shadow
◊ Etc…. 

You can also acquire a resistance to any of those attack types. Each enemy will be 
capable of different attacks, and there are clues to reveal what’s coming next. 
  
Consumables 

There will be a wide variety of consumables available for use in a dungeon run. Some 
may provide advantages for only a few turns, others might be useful for an entire run. 

You’ll find them as you explore the Dreamverse. You’ll also be able to mint them in the 
game store, or purchase them from other players in the marketplace. 

Talisman System

Every Demonica NFT has a talisman necklace. It’s capable of holding a fixed number 
of talismans at a time. Some provide passive buffs, others give you access to powerful 
special attacks. Talismans can be found as you explore the Dreamverse. You’ll also 
be able to purchase them from other players in the marketplace, but not in the game 
store. 

Talismans have levels and are upgradeable. More on that in a moment. 



Combat Resolution

Once you’re in combat, there are only two potential outcomes:   kill or be killed. If you 
kill your opponent, you’ll earn REM and possibly collect some loot. If you die, everything 
you’ve looted on that Dream Run is lost. This does NOT include talismans you brought 
into the Dreamverse. Those are yours whether you live or die. 

Post Encounter Decision
After each encounter you have a choice. You can abandon your Dream Run and take 
any loot and REM token you’ve accumulated with you. They’re yours to keep. Or you 
can pick one of a set of other shards to hop into and continue your journey into the 
Dreamverse. 

Every choice has costs and consequences. Choose wisely. 

Character Classes
Demonica 

These female demons are masters of the dark arts. They command powerful magic, 
summon familiars and sow destruction at will. She’s confident. She’s intelligent. She’s a 
badass, and she knows it. How you level up and specialize your Demonica’s skills is up 
to you (more on this later), but in RPG terms: she is a mage archetype.

These characters have a focus on the Intelligence stat. 

Shinigami

Named after the death gods of Japanese mythology, these demons are highly creative 
killers. A sharp knife in a dark corner. Poison slipped into a martini. An explosive tipped 
arrow fired from 500 yards out. These are some of Shinigami’s tools. It’s clever, a 
trickster, and as malevolent as anything in the metaverse. In RPG terms: it is a rogue 
archetype.

These characters have a focus on the Dexterity stat. 



Akumai 

They’re named after the Akuma - or fire spirits - of Japanese folklore. The Akumai is 
a hulking demonic samurai. They’re capable of wielding all manner of close combat 
weapons - the bigger and more obscene the better. He’s a brute, a hulking tank of 
brimstone and sinew; and utterly relentless in pursuit of his enemies. In RPG terms: he is 
a warrior archetype.

These characters have a focus on the Strength stat. 

Each character class will have different strengths and weaknesses. They’ll be suited to 
different playstyles, and each brings its own unique flavor to the battlefield. 

Key Character Stats 
Your Demonica starts with pre-set base stats. You can level up at any time by spending 
REM to upgrade your character. The REM cost to level up increases as you level. 

This is one of our key Token Recycling Mechanisms in the early game. Of the REM you 
spend, 90% of it goes directly to the Token Distribution Pool. 5% goes into a reward pool, 
to be dropped to winners of our weekly leaderboard challenges. Another 5% goes to our 
Treasury. 
 
The base stats in the Alpha release are: 

• Strength 
• Dexterity 
• Stamina
• Intelligence 
• Luck 
 
   With each level, you’ll choose to level up one of your core stats by 1. 

At launch, there won’t be a mechanism for re-rolling your stats. But we’ll be looking to 
add it in, subject to balance testing early in our development cycle. 

A key thing to keep in mind: the Alpha release is our most stripped down version of the 
game. As we get deeper into our roadmap, the skill system will evolve. 

Expect this to look like a full, deep RPG leveling experience over time.   



Talisman Management  
The Alpha release will not have a full inventory management system. While we 
absolutely intend to introduce a full set of 3D modeled weapons, armor and equipment 
- those features will have to wait for a later release to be introduced. With that said, we 
know loot is a key feature of any dungeon crawling experience. It has to be in the game 
at launch. 

That brings us to the Talisman system. 

Each Demonica you hold will have its own Talisman Necklace. Between Dream Runs 
you’ll be able to swap Talismans between your wallet and individual Demonica 
Necklaces. You’ll also be able to pay a token fee to upgrade individual Talismans, with a 
scaling REM cost. 

As with leveling, 90% of the REM cost is returned to the Token Distribution Pool.  

Game Store 
Some basic consumables (healing potions, buffs etc) will be available for purchase 
in the game store. This is one of many Recycling Mechanisms. As with leveling your 
character and any Talismans, 90% of the REM cost is returned to the Token Distribution 
Pool. 

Future Features 
The release of the Alpha game is just scratching the surface of what we intend to 
do with Demonica, and the wider Waking Realms game universe. In this document, 
we’ll outline the key features we’re planning to bring to you: our earliest fans and 
supporters.

Each system is listed in rough order of priority. 

That said, our development process will always be guided by our players and 
community. When the rubber hits the road with our Alpha release, we’ll see exactly what 
you love and hate. You should absolutely anticipate our priorities shifting as we build. 

This is a journey, and we’re on it together. It’s going to be absurdly fun. 



Here are some of the top systems and mechanics we’re prepping to bring to our world: 

   1. Inventory System 

We’ll be pushing our inventory system in our earliest releases. Loot is core to the 
dungeon crawler experience. Every gamer remembers opening a chest, deep in an 
obscure cavern or tomb, and finding a unique piece of weapon or armor that changes 
the game. 

We want to deliver that experience. 

There will be three inventory segments. Your actively equipped items, which you carry 
on your person in the Dreamverse. Your active inventory, which is everything you’ve 
either brought with you into a level run OR looted while exploring the shard worlds. 
Finally, there’s your passive inventory which includes all the items you’ve collected long 
term. 

The Waking Realms is a soft roguelike game. That means it comes with an element of 
risk, and it will force you to make difficult decisions. If you die during a run, any items 
you’ve found are lost forever. If you exit, you can keep anything you’ve collected. 

But… not without a cost. 

There’s a REM price to permanently manifest items outside the Dreamverse. It’s paid 
once, then the item is yours forever. And yes, each item you find is an NFT. 

   2.   Party PVE 

Don’t go alone! Take a friend. With the introduction of our party PVE experience, you’ll be 
able to venture into the Dreamverse with a party of up to 3   Demonica NFT characters. 
Choose a well balanced crew, with multiple skill sets. Or pick 3 Akumai, and tank out! 

The choice is yours. 

   3. Arena PVP 

Our Alpha release is a pure PVE experience. But we think a blockchain game demands 
multiplayer experiences, so we’ll be bringing Arena combat to the game fast. 

Initially you’ll be fighting for a prize purse from the game’s Token Distribution Pool. 
Eventually, you’ll be able to fight in ranked matches with wagers in REM and ETH. 



There are a few formats we’re looking to introduce: 
  
1 v 1 Single NFT PVP - Two players, two combatant characters. 
1 v 1 Party NFT PVP - Two players, six combatant characters. 
3 v 3 Party NFT PVP - Six players, six combatant characters. 
 
   4. Co-Op PVE 

Explore the dungeon with friends. Assemble a team of up to 3 players, and explore 
the shards of the Waking Realms. Slaughtering monsters is more fun when you do it 
together! 

This mode may also unlock unique boss level enemies, with valuable loot. 

   5. Matchmaking Algorithm

For both co-op PVE and our various Arena PVP modes, we want to match players of 
similar skill, stat, and power levels. We’ll introduce a matchmaking algorithm to make 
sure all of our combatants are in roughly even fights - for maximum glory to the victors! 

   6. Leaderboard Reward Program

We’ll take a fixed % of every REM recycled back into the Token Distribution Pool and 
deposit it in a floating Weekly Reward Pool. That pool will be distributed back to players 
on a competitive basis every week. The top player in each category will receive a chunk 
of the purse. 

An non exhaustive list of potential prizes categories: 

◊ Deepest run. 
◊ Most $REM in a run. 
◊ Most $REM in period. 
◊ Most kills in period. 
◊ Etc etc etc.  

   7. Scholarship System

We know that many if not most participants in a P2E ecosystem are interested in 
actively playing the game. Some would rather earn from their NFTs passively. 

Initially, Staking will be an option for players to earn passive yield. 



However, we will also be introducing a program modeled on Axie Infinity’s Scholarships. 
This will allow holders to JV with other players to actively earn in the game. 

There’s no reason any playable NFT should ever be sitting idle. 

   8. Introducing Our 2nd Faction

Yes, there are other factions in the universe of The Waking Realms. We’ll be introducing 
our second faction subject to project traction/momentum justifying it. This will unlock 
new lore events, new gameplay mechanics and ranked Faction vs. Faction pvp. 

   9. Phase 2 Leveling System 

The skills and abilities of each character class will be highly simplified in the Alpha 
release. There won’t be a ton of customization for your character. Our goal is to build a 
fully realized RPG experience. That includes sophisticated skill trees and leveling. 

Full details on our Phase 2 Leveling System will drop in a subsequent whitepaper. 

   10. Phase 2 Combat 

As we add skills, abilities, spells and special attacks to the game - combat is going to 
become a lot more sophisticated. You’ll have more choices to make. You’ll be able to 
specialize your character for specific strategies in battle. It’ll be significantly deeper. 

Full details on our Phase 2 Combat System will drop in a subsequent whitepaper. 

   11. Resource Harvesting Mini-Game 

We’ve discussed this at length in our AMAs. The game loop for resource harvesting will 
look very different from the dungeon exploration loop. It will be an entire mini-game all 
of its own. Like our core game, it’ll include elements of risk and decision making. 

   12. Crafting Mini-Game 

This is another one we’ve covered in our AMAs. The player would take resources and 
part blueprints, and use those to assemble custom weapons, equipment, etc. Those 
items would have unique or at least uncommon combinations of special effects/
utilities. Full details on both the resource harvesting and crafting games will appear in 
an upcoming whitepaper. 



   13. Grid Based Explorable Levels 

Up until this point, level design will be extremely minimal. Shards will have room for a 
single encounter,   

   14. Level Design System 

We’ll be building a WYSIWYG level design tool. It’ll allow us to assemble shards from tiles 
and props - adding in monsters, traps, lore, encounters, and all kinds of other surprises. 
Eventually players will use it to build their own world spaces to enjoy, harvest and fight 
over. 

   15. Phase 3 Combat 

With the ability to move around on shards, combat will evolve once again. All of the 
skills and abilities (plus new additions) will remain in the game, but now you’ll have to 
maneuver your player character(s) around the map. Expect shards to get MUCH bigger. 

   16. New Encounter Types

As with new shard biomes and enemies, we’ll be releasing new encounter types 
in practically every four week release sprint. This will bring you new and more 
complex puzzles to solve, tests to pass and opportunities to advance deeper into the 
Dreamverse. 

   17. Social Lobby Levels + Chat 

Community is everything. We want to give players as many ways to interact with one 
another in our world as possible. Discord and Twitter are just the start. Ultimately we’ll 
be introducing social shards, and the ability to chat with other players in the game. 

18. Level Mission Objectives 

With larger level spaces, we’ll be introducing quests. You’ll need to complete multiple 
objectives, some at high risk - but with the possibility of Legendary rewards. You’ll 
unlock new elements of lore, and engage with our world in totally new and exciting 
ways. 

   19. Land Sale

Want to own and build your own shard? You’ll be able to do just that. Some shards will 
give you resource / economic advantages in game.  Others will be social centers. Still 
others might be powerful fortresses for PVP, PVE and Faction Warfare. 



  
   20. Shard Raids / Faction War 

This is just one of the major features we’re planning for our End Game players. Engage 
in sweeping multiplayer battles. Siege your enemies. Seize amazing loot. You’ll even 
have the chance to advance the story through community narrative mechanisms. 

   21. Dreamverse Battleships 

Build, crew and command hulking battleships to navigate the far corners of the 
Dreamverse. This is an example of the diverse play experiences we can create with a 
decentralized game ecosystem. Ultimately, the only limit is our imagination. 

In Conclusion 
Our Alpha release is aimed to get an enormously fun playable game in your hands fast. 
It is only the start of what we have planned for our community. The scope of our plans 
is ambitious, we know that. But with the support of our fans, we know we can build it 
together. 


